
Get NOW... Get FAST... Get JET ! 

Please review the packages below. Whether you are looking to optimize your speed and 
reliability of your internet connection for your business, or want broadband internet at home, 
we have a suitable package for you! 

  

JET Home - CAPPED 

JET Home is for residential users and even for clients who run a small home-based business. JET 
Home is a shared broadband service and offers DATA CAPPED packages and speeds to suits 
your needs. Facebooking, Emails, Surfing, Pinterest.... it's all there at the speed and data cap 
that you need.  And if you run short, check out the instant Booster Packages for the months 
where you go a little heavy.  

JET Package: Upload/Download Speed: Data Cap: (GB) Price: (incl) 

JET Home 1 1024 / 1024 20 N$649.00 

JET Home 2 2048 / 2048 40 N$799.00 

JET Home 5 (Netflix Friendly) 5120 / 5120 100 N$1,199.00 

Jet Home 10 (Netflix Friendly) 10,240 / 10,240 170 N$1,999.00 

  

JET Business - CAPPED 

JET Business is intended for small to even medium businesses that require good, reliable and 
stable internet in order to conduct normal business. Can you afford to be offline? If speed is 
essential but you are not that heavy on the throughput, then these packages are for you. As a 
shared service, these DATA CAPPED packages offer higher throughput at great speed. Running 
short? Get an instant Booster! 

JET Package: Upload/Download Speed: Data Cap: (GB) Price: (excl) 

JET Business 3 3072 / 3072 75 N$1,049.00 

JET Business 5 (Netflix Friendly) 5120 / 5120 150 N$1,450.00 

JET Business 10 (Netflix Friendly) 10,240 / 10,240 250 N$2,399.00 

  

 



Booster Packages (For Capped Packages Only) 

Clients who opted to go for a Data Capped package will always have the option to buy an 
Instant Booster Pack. Running a little short? No problem! These booster packs will get you 
what you need, when you need it!  

Keep in mind that if you are a NETFLIX fan, your data cap will NOT be affected by watching 
NETFLIX between the hours of 6 pm to 6 am on any day! So, no need to top up if you want to 
order some pizza (not included) and chill with some good box office hits.  

Booster Packs: Data Top-Up: 
 

Price: 

BP 10 10 Gigs 
 

N$150.00 

BP20 20 Gigs 
 

N$250.00 

BP50 50 Gigs 
 

N$500.00 

  

UNCAPPED!  

Now we are talking, boet!  

Now we... GET JET ! 

  

JET Business Broadband - UNCAPPED 

From here on, we are talking to the heavy hitters. You need good, reliable, stable broadband - 
an internet service that does not restrict your usage. A service that gives you SPEED! A service 
that gives you UPTIME!  An internet service that your business can rely and DEPEND on!  

What you want! When you need! No data restrictions! And very NETFLIX friendly! 

JET Package: Upload/Download Speed: Data Cap: (GB) Price: (excl) 

Business Broadband UNCAPPED 2 2048 / 2048 UNLIMITED N$1,499.00 

Business Broadband UNCAPPED 3 3072 / 3072 UNLIMITED N$1,999.00 

Business Broadband UNCAPPED 4 4096 / 4096 UNLIMITED N$2,499.00 



Business Broadband UNCAPPED 5 5120 / 5120 UNLIMITED N$2,999.00 

Business Broadband UNCAPPED 10 10,240 / 10,240 UNLIMITED N$4,999.00 

  

JET EXPRESS - UNCAPPED 

Our JET EXPRESS packages are for mission critical larger businesses that require unprecedented 
UPTIME, unmatched SPEED and a 24/7 DEDICATED internet link. Ideally suited for banks, head 
offices, lodges, industry and related businesses that require uninterrupted connectivity, these 
unshared packages deliver where nothing else in Namibia does!  It's like your own fibre optic 
line to your business... only, without the fibre. But just as fast and reliable.  

Record UPTIME - Record SPEED - Record RELIABILITY - Record... Just about everything! 

JET Package: Upload/Download Speed: Data Cap: (GB) Price: (excl) 

JET EXPRESS - UNCAPPED 2 2048 / 2048 
DEDICATED, 
UNLIMITED N$4,000.00 

JET EXPRESS - UNCAPPED 5 5120 / 5120 
DEDICATED, 
UNLIMITED N$9,000.00 

JET EXPRESS - UNCAPPED 10 10,240 / 10,240 
DEDICATED, 
UNLIMITED N$18,000.00 

JET EXPRESS - MAGAMBA 25 25,600 / 25,600 
DEDICATED, 
UNLIMITED N$39,000.00 

JET EXPRESS - MAGAMBA 50 51,200 / 51,200 
DEDICATED, 
UNLIMITED N$76,000.00 

  

Important Points 

This brand new Super Duper Uber Broadband Technology is at this point only available in 
urban Windhoek. (Check back soon. Other cities and urban areas will receive some Uber special 
treatment soon!) 

 Installation generally occurs within 72 hours, depending on how busy YOU keep our 
installation teams.  

 A small transceiver needs to be installed at the location where you would like your 
SUPER JET FAST internet. Installation cost is N$700.00.  

 Once installed, you may need a router to distribute your NOW SUPERFAST internet 
connection wirelessly or via LAN to your devices in your home or business.  

 The cost of installation as well as the cost of your router (if required) can be included in 
your 12 / 24 months contract. This works well on debit orders. 



 All included... all in... join our looooong list of happy clients.  

The technology has been tried and tested worldwide. Speak to neighbour.  

  

Maybe you too should... GET JET !  


